
           18-10-2023 

ADVISORY REGARDING USAGE OF TRANSPORTATION FOR FERRYING 

SCHOOL CHILDREN  

Dear Parents 

Security and safety of your ward is prime concern of our Vidyalaya. The school exhorts the Parent 

community once again to make use of safe transport and abstain from using illegal vans/ cabs which can 

prove hazardous, due to non-adherence to the provisions of Motor Vehicles Act.  

You are advised to through the letters/safety instructions issued by competent authorities time to time. 

You are requested to ensure that all mandatory conditions and guidelines mentioned below are 

followed by the hired vans/cabs, in the interest of your ward safety.  

1. It is observed in general that two primary modes of transport are used by parents for the 

transportation of their children to and fro school: 

  (i) Army School Buses 

(ii) Van/Vehicles hired by the parents themselves. 

2. Majority of the vehicles of the latter category, hired by parents themselves are observed to be 

operating illegally and openly flouting rules. 

3. These unauthorized vehicles brazenly risk the lives of innocent children by not taking adequate 

safeguards towards the safety of the school children. Most of these vehicles are overloaded and  

driven recklessly at great speeds in utter disregard of the rules and regulations. 

4. The school is making sustained efforts through counseling and enforcement to sensitise the 

parents regarding the safety of their wards, while travelling to and fro from the school through 

circulars and safety campaigns. 

5. It is therefore advised to check that one conductor or helper should be in the vehicle  

6. The seating capacity is as per norms so don’t select or hire a vehicle which is over crowded  

7. The vehicle should be registered as a commercial vehicle with 'ON SCHOOL DUTY' written on it 

with reflective tape.  

8. The driver's name and mobile number, telephone numbers of the school and/or telephone 

numbers of relevant contact persons should be written prominently on the vehicle. 

9.  There should be first aid box, fire extinguisher and glass breaking hammer to combat any 

emergency in the vehicle  

10. Windows of the vehicle shouldn’t be tinted. 

11. The private vehicles must be fitted with genuine CNG kits, speed governors, the age of the 

vehicle should not be more than 15 years from the date of initial registration. 

12. GPS should be fitted so that you can locate Vehicle  

13.  It is therefore once again reiterated that parents must, if it is absolutely essential, use private 

hired vehicles after verifying the antecedents of the driver, fitness of the vehicle etc. 

Hoping the parent community will treat this advisory seriously and we together will be able to create a 

safe commuting environment for the children.        
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